Methodologies and tools for watermark evaluation and benchmarking facilitate the development of improved watermarking techniques. In this paper, we want to introduce and discuss the integration of audio watermark evaluation methods into the well-known web service Watermark Evaluation Testbed (WET) [1] . WET is enhanced by using. A special set of audio files with characterized content and a collection of single attacks as well as attack profiles [3] will help to select special audio files and attacks with their attack parameters.
The WET evaluation service
In this section we introduce the Watermark Evaluation Testbed (WET) [4] , which is a web-based watermark benchmark platform. The online service 1 provides the user the possibility to embed, attack and retrieve information by using selected watermark and attack algorithms for still images.
The WET server contains the web server software, an image database, and image processing software. The web server presents the front end and user interface for selecting images to watermark, watermarking techniques to evaluate, embedding and detection parameters, and attacks. The web interface is also used to present the evaluation results to a user. The image database stores the images for subsequent watermarking and processing. The database also contains image characteristics and metadata, which allows the user to select subsets of the images for evaluation. The image processing software performs the watermark embedding, watermark detection, and evaluation functions. No software is required by the user to interact with the WET server except a web browser capable of displaying images and JavaScript. The current implementation of WET uses all open-source software, including the Apache [11] web server with PHP [12] , MySQL [13] for the image database, and GIMP [14] for image processing.
The architecture of the WET system is based on an extensible and flexible modular design. Modules are used for implementing watermark embedders, detectors, and attacks. Evaluation is also performed by the use of modules. Watermarking techniques currently implemented in WET include [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Additional modules for watermarking, attacks, and evaluation are under development. WET is also used to study the theory of watermark evaluation and to develop methodologies for benchmarking.
StirMark for Audio
In this section, we introduce StirMark for audio. Furthermore, we present the profiles and we discuss the assignment of profiles as well as the definition of profile parameters. The StirMark Benchmark for Audio (SMBA) is a process for evaluating digital audio watermarks. The general usage of SMBA is as follows: First, a digital robust audio watermark is embedded into the original audio file by using a watermark embed algorithm. Then the watermarked audio file is evaluated by using SMBA. This process works with many different attacks, which can be configured by using attack parameters. The selected SMBA attack modifies the audio signal a little bit with the goal to destroy or weak the embedded watermark information. Other attacks try to destroy or weak the synchronization of the watermark to impede to detection of watermark synchronization. After attack process, the watermark detector tries to detect and retrieve the watermark and gives results about the watermark information. So the SMBA is just only the attack process in the whole evaluation or benchmark process of digital watermarks. The simplest way to attack a digital watermark is a brute force attack by using every possible attack against the watermark. For each attack, StirMark has default attack parameters, which can be used to evaluate the digital audio watermark very quickly. It is also possible to change and optimize the attack parameters to improve the attack strength or attack transparency. Each attack is a single evaluation process and the user knows where the watermarking algorithm is weak or with which attack the watermark can be broken. These single attacks are atomic signal modification processes. This scenario is also called "single attack process" [5] . The watermarked audio file undergoes many attacks and produced for each attack a separate audio file. Each of these audio files is only modified by a single attack (e.g. add noise, change the pitch, change the amplitude or cut samples). This is useful to find a plainly weakness of a watermark algorithm. By using this attack method, the user has the problem, that many different attacked audio files are created. The watermark algorithm has to try to retrieve the watermark information to verify the robustness against the attack.
Another attack mode is called "profile attack" [3] [5] and runs more than one attack in serial order against the digital watermark. An evaluation profile is an ordered sequence of processes that may be applied to a signal, as shown in Figure 1 . Each of the individual processes in the profile is defined by its own set of parameters. While a profile may seem to be merely an attack or process macro, profiles serve a very useful purpose in benchmarking. Profiles allow the evaluation system to model or simulate scenarios of interest to particular applications. An evaluation profile may be defined in terms of other (existing) profiles, which allow a complex process or attack to be modeled as a sequence of previously-defined (or elementary) processes (for example the DA/AD conversion) The challenge is to define the profiles and their parameters in a manner that is both flexible and interesting for evaluating the performance of audio watermarking in specific applications. .
Profiles and StirMark for Audio
In this section we want do introduce as first the new defined profiles packet loss and watermark detection and we describe what the profiles itself can do. In [3] are defined main profiles, which differ among low and high quality as well as robustness and fragility, and sub-profiles, which describe the real world application, for benchmarking systems and we want to use these profiles to enhance them by defining new profiles and insert them into the existing WET service. The profiles are used to evaluate a digital watermark not just only with a single attack. Profile attacks are an attack scenario, which comes from the real world (like play music or streaming). These profiles are composite with many single attacks. Some profiles can be implemented by using StirMark for audio itself and other profiles can be simulated by using other tools. For example: The profile lossy compression rates can be implemented by using different existing lossy compression encoders. We prefer to use the widespread MP3 and the completely royalty free encoder OGG. In the follow chapter 3 we describe how we implement the profile.
Another real world application is the transmission of audio content via Internet and we simulate it with a new profile Packet Loss. There are many applications, where audio data are split into IP packets, transmitted and routed over public networks like IP-Telephony, Internet radio or something like this. Depending on the Internet protocol a packet loss can be detected and remedied. However, if a packet loss is detected it will take some time to reorder the lost packet. For an application like IP-Telephony or Internet radio it is not recommended to reorder the lost packet. The reason is the order of received packets and the transmission time. The reordered packet will receive the receiver too late and to play the audio data will confuse the listener. To understand the packet loss, the followed description will help: An audio data stream is transmitted over Internet by using IP packets. The sender splits the audio data and packs them into the packets A B C D E F G. If no packet loss occurs, the receiver gets the packets in the same order A B C D E F G, reconstructs the audio data and plays it. If for example the packet C is lost and not reordered, the audio data are only A B D E F G. The part C is missing and a depending on the used audio codec, the listener can hear an artifact. If the receiver reorder the packet, by re-request the missing packet, the receive order can be A B D E F C G. Now the problem is, that the audio data from to late received packet C does not fit to part F and G. In this case, a listener will hear an artifact between B and D and a not matched sound or voice between F and G. This is the reason, why real time audio transmission applications do not reorder lost packets. The profile Packet Loss describes the introduced scenario and in chapter 3 we discuss the implementation of them. Another new profile is Watermark Detection. The idea behind this profile comes from the steganalysis. By using the profile Watermark Detection, the result will not be a new attacked audio file. Rather the profile gives a probability of the existence of an embedded digital watermark. Here we want to use statistical analysis to detect hidden information [6] .
Assignment of Profiles
We have designed a set of profiles that we believe encompasses many of the performance issues that are important in audio watermarking applications. Figure 2 shows our profiles. The main and all-inclusive (robust and/or fragile and/or invertible) watermark is a hybrid watermark. Here are combined different types of existing watermarks. A typical application scenario is to identify a copyright owner and to detect manipulation of the content. Such scenario includes mostly the combination of a robust and fragile digital watermark. A hybrid watermark has special parameters and each parameter can be evaluated by the corresponding profile. The main profiles and sub profiles are defined in [3] . The assignment of the profiles is important because of the classification and categorization of sub-profiles to specify the general quality level as well as the type (robust or fragile) evaluation process. This means, that some sub profiles are only useable for some (corresponding) main profiles. One example is the profile Lossy compression rates. This profile is a sub profile from the main profiles High Quality Robust and Low Quality Robust. Depending on the data rate of the lossy compression encoder, the main profile is selected. Other sub profiles (for example Calculation time) are useable with all main profiles. The concrete definitions are shown in subsection 2.3 where the profile parameters are introduced.
Another important assignment is the assignment of profiles to the type of profile class (Embed, Attack or Detect/Retrieve Profiles). It means, that the type of main usage of embedded information can be embed, retrieve or detect and attack. To understand the main usages, the followed itemization introduces the three main usages:
• The main usage profile class Embed is associated with the embedding process of a hidden information by using a watermark or steganographic algorithm.
• The main usage profile class Attack has all sup-profiles, which specify a sub-profile which attacks watermarked signal.
• The main usage profile class Detect/Retrieve is associated with the detection or retrieving process of a hidden information. The defined sub profiles can be assignment to one, two or three profile classes. The Figure 3 shows the assignment of sub-profiles. There are sub-profiles (for example Annotation) which is just only an embed profile. Other subprofiles (for example Long Time) are assignment to all three profile classes.
Definition of profile parameter
In this subsection, we want do introduce the profile definition and profile parameters by using a profile description language. Firstly, we define the variables. In the second step, we use the defined variables to introduce the profiles itself. The last step introduces selected profiles and discusses these.
We use the following notation and definitions for describing profiles and profile parameters:
A -set of all attacks A i -specific attack from A P -set of all profiles P j-i -specific profile from P, j={E, A, D}, E=Embed, A=Attack, D=Detect, i -specifies the profiles x -attack or profile parameters i -specifies the attack or profile by using the name j -there are only three letters possible: E for embed profile, A for attack profile and D for detect/retrieve profile If a profile P is specified, the assignment of main usage (embed, attack, detect/retrieve) is specified using a capital latter followed by a "-" (minus). After the "-" comes the name of the profile. If the profile name has more than one word, the words are separated by a "_" (underline). If it is not important which main usage is needed, than the specific letters can be separated by a "/" (slash The value paramlist indicates the list of parameters, whose definitions are profile-dependent. Each parameter in the parameter list is separated by the symbol ||. The first two parameters will always be the input signal and output signal, and the remaining parameters depend on the profile, as shown below:
in-signal S' -Type of media input signal. Can be a file (pcm, wav, mp3, ogg, …) or a signal stream from a special source like microphone. out-signal -Type of media output signal. Can be a file (pcm, wav, mp3, ogg, …) or a signal stream to a special destination like loud speaker. more params -If the attack or profile needs additional parameters, the parameters are defined here. For each profile, these parameters differ and will be described below for some typical profiles. If more than one parameter is needed, the parameters are concatenated.
Followed, we define the formal description of the defined profiles. After them, we discuss the value parameter from x for selected profiles. The followed Table 1 shows the profile name and the formal description of the profile itself.
SPIE-IS&T/ Vol. 5681 279 We suggest the data rate of 128 kbps as threshold between the both main profiles. A data rate less that 128 kbps is associated to the main profile Low Quality Robust. If the data rate is equal or higher than 128 kbps, then the associated main profile is High Quality Robust. We know, that a lot of mp3 users suggest using a data rate equal or more than 192 kbps to get a high mp3 quality. One point is that this data rate is a specific value for mp3 compression and we think that the data rate of 128 kbps is a good threshold.
•
DA/AD:
This profile DA/AD is needed to simulate a digital-analogue and analogue-digital conversion of audio signals. This sub-profile is associated to the main profiles High-and Low Quality Robust as well as High-and Low Quality Fragile. The reason is that this profile does not touch the characteristic of the audio signal and it does not care about the quality. It is unimportant if the input audio signal has high or low quality or if there is embedded robust or fragile information.
• Degree of Fragility:
The Profile Degree of Fragility is needed to simulate manipulation on the audio signal or audio content. This profile can change from one bit (for bit fragile watermarking) up to audio content modification (for content fragile watermarking). Depending on the fragile audio watermark algorithm, the manipulation can be or should be detected. modificationThis parameter specifies the type of manipulation of the audio signal. It can be just one bit or a special cut of specified audio content. This parameter selects the strength of degree of the audio signal. option -Depending on the degree level, the modification needs additional parameters to specify the modification. Typical examples are: if the bit change is selected, the number of bits per second is needed too. Another example is the selection of a degree level of content fragility, the strength of modification.
This sub-profile is associated to the main profiles High-and Low Quality Fragile. It specifies the manipulation of the audio signal in different levels. The simplest manipulation is the fall over of a bit to evaluate bit fragile watermark algorithms. Heaviest is the modification of the signal with and without changing of the content itself. If the audio signal is changed or transformed and the content is not changed, then a content fragile watermark should be alive. But if the content is changed (for example a part is cut off), then the content fragile watermark should detect this manipulation.
Parameter range
In this subsection, we want to discuss the parameters for the attacks to build the profiles itself as well as the impact to the watermark properties (capacity, transparency, robustness/fragility, complexity, security, verification, invertibility) [5] . To create the profiles, different tools (for example: en-, decoder and SMBA) are needed.
The followed Table 2 shows the sub-profiles. In the next columns, the used tool and function is listed as well as the parameter of the function/attacks and a short description. To get the assignment of the sub-profiles to the main profiles, we introduce in the following Table 3 the dependences. The word independent means, that the sub-profile does not care about the assignment to the main profile. The reason is that the sub profile does not have an impact about the quality level, robustness or fragility property of the main profile. For example: P E/A/D-Calculation_Time (x) is needed to measure the complexity of an algorithm (embed, attack or retrieve). Neither the quality level nor the robustness or fragility does effect of this profile. 
Sub-Profile
Parameter and assignment main profile
Just only High-and Low Quality Robust: Depending on the coalition algorithms, this sub-profile is High-or Low Quality. 
Furthermore, our idea is to assign for the used tool (see in Table 3 ) a set of possible parameter for the function/attack. To give an example we discuss our approach for two profiles, the P A-Lossy_Compression_Rates (x) and the P A-Degree_of_Fragility (x).
The following Table 4 shows the exactly parameters for the profile P A-Lossy_Compression_Rates (in-signal || out-signal || parameters) belonging to the main profiles. As described above: parameters = (algorithm || data rate || option). At this time, WET for audio has two lossy compression algorithms. The first is MP3 and the second is OGG. As encoder for MP3 we use Lame [7] and as decoder mpg123 [8] . To compute the OGG lossy compression, we use oggenc as encoder and ogg123 as decoder. Both programs are part of vorbis-tools [9] . Future work is to attach other lossy compression algorithms (WMA, VQF) to the audio WET system depending on the licence model. Our second example is the profile P A-Degree_of_Fragility (x). To use this profile, it is different what kind of fragile watermark algorithm is used. We distinguish between bit fragile and content fragile watermarking algorithms. By using a bit fragile watermark algorithm, the watermark should be broken if only 1 bit of the whole signal is changed. Here we plan to implement a new attack in SMBA which changes one bit randomly to simulate the bit overturn attack. By using a content fragile watermark, the watermark should be alive after attacks, which do not change the audio content itself. The followed Table 5 shows the attacks in SMBA and the impact of a content fragile watermark. Depending on the strength of the attack, the main profile is High Quality or Low Quality. The second column (impact) has a yes or no. The meaning behind a yes is that this attack can destroy a content fragile watermark depending on the attack parameters. A no means that this attack should not have any impact on the content fragile watermark. But if the attack parameter is to strong, then the watermark is destroyed and the transparency of the attack is not warranted. 
Integration
To make the profiles useable for both the WET system and SMBA, it is necessary to describe the profiles in a unique, defined language. In this language it should be possible to describe the audio and image profiles, multiple attacks on multiple signals and all needed parameters. We decided to use XML [10] to describe the profiles. The profile description language (or schema) is a work-in-progress. Figure 4 shows a conceptual example of a profile description, but the final version of the profile description language may be much different in structure than this example.
<profile name="Profile_DA/AD"> <attack> <add_noise> <parameter> <strength> 100 </strength> </parameter> </add_noise> <fft_hlpassquick> <parameter> <fft_size> 1024 </fft_size> <hp_freq> 100 </hp_freq> <lp_frq> 17000 </lp_freq> </parameter> </fft_hlpassquick> … </attack> … </profile> 
Conclusion
We have described attack profiles for audio and the integration concept into WET in this paper. In subsection 2.2, we introduced the assignment and the main usage of all defined profiles. The formal profile definition and the associated profile parameters are introduced in subsection 2.3. We selected 4 typical profiles (Lossy Compression Rates, DA/AD, Hidden Communication and Degree of Fragility) and discussed them in more detail. Furthermore, the follow subsection discussed the value of parameter ranges and the assignment of sub-main profiles. To integrate the profiles in the existing WET system, we selected XML as description language and we introduced it briefly. The next steps includes the implementation of the profiles itself and the detailed definition of the XML language which is needed to describe and store the selected embedding, attacking and detecting jobs from the client computer.
